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1 IntrodutionConsider a network of proessors modeled by a direted or undireted n-vertex graph G = (V;E).Assume that the ommuniation in the network is synhronous, i.e., ours in disrete \rounds",and in every round every proessor is allowed to pik one of its neighbors, and to send a messageto this neighbor. The telephone broadast problem requires to ompute a shedule with minimalnumber of rounds that delivers a message from a given single proessor, that generates the message,to all the remaining proessors in the network. A more general, telephone k-multiast problemaepts as input also a set of terminals T � V of size jT j = k, and requires to ompute the shortestshedule that delivers the message to all the proessors of T , whereas the proessors of V nT maybe left uninformed.The telephone broadast and multiast are basi primitives in distributed omputing andomputer ommuniation theory, and are used as building bloks for various more ompliatedtasks in these areas (see, e.g., [HHL88℄). The optimization variants of the broadast and multiastprimitives were intensively studied during the last deade [BGN+98, KP95, R94, S00, F01℄.Kortsarz and Peleg [KP95℄ devised the �rst approximation algorithm for the undireted broad-ast problem. Their algorithm onstruts shedules that an be longer by �(pn) than the optimalshedule for the instane at hand. In a breakthrough paper [R94℄, Ravi devised an algorithmthat provides an O( log2 klog log k )-approximation for the undireted multiast problem. This result obvi-ously implies an O( log2 nlog log n)-approximation for the undireted broadast problem. Bar-Noy et al.[BGN+98℄ improved this result and devised an algorithm that provides logarithmi approximationguarantees for the undireted multiast and broadast problems.Note that all these algorithms do not apply for the direted versions of these problems. Theimportane of designing algorithms for telephone broadast on direted graphs was realized alreadysome ten years ago by Ravi, who plaed this problem in the �rst plae in the list of open problemsin the Conlusion setion of [R94℄.Also, both known approximation algorithms that provide polylogarithmi guarantees for theseproblems [R94, BGN+98℄ use large linear programming (heneforth, LP). To the best of ourknowledge, the worst-ase running time for solving the linear program of [BGN+98℄ is no smallerthan 
(n6). The algorithm of [R94℄ is signi�antly faster (even though it is also an LP-basedalgorithm), and requires ~O(jEjjV j2) expeted time 1, or ~O(jEjjV j3) deterministi time. However,its approximation guarantee is super-logarithmi.In this paper we devise a deterministi ombinatorial O(logn) ratio algorithm for the telephonebroadast problem, that applies to the direted broadast problem as well. For the undireted ase,the algorithm has O(logk) ratio for the k�multiast problem. The worst-ase running time of ouralgorithm is ~O(jEjjV j), whih is a signi�ant improvement over the worst-ase running times of[BGN+98℄ and [R94℄.We also study the more general heterogeneous postal model (see [BGN+98℄). In this model eahvertex v has a delay 0 � �(v) � 1. The vertex that sends a message is \busy" at the �rst � timeunits starting from its sending time. In addition, every ar e has a delay l(e) representing the timerequired to send the message over e. The broadast problem in the heterogeneous postal modelwas studied in [BGN+98℄, where the authors have shown that their algorithm (based on linearprogramming) an be adapted to this model, and provides a logarithmi approximation guarantee1We use the notation ~O(f(n)) to denote O(f(n) � polylog(f(n))).1



for the orresponding broadast problem. We show that our ombinatorial algorithm also an beadapted to give an O(logn) ratio broadast algorithm for the direted ase, and an O(log k)�ratioalgorithm for the multiast variant on undireted graphs, within the heterogeneous postal model.The running time of the adapted version of our algorithm is ~O(jEjjV j). In addition, we generalizethe heterogeneous postal model, and introdue the ar-dependent heterogeneous postal model inwhih the delay of a vertex v depends on the ar it uses to send the message. We believe that thismodel aptures modern ommuniation networks, in whih the major omponents (links and pro-essors) are not homogeneous, more truthfully than the heterogeneous postal model of [BGN+98℄,and than all the other models that were previously onsidered in the literature (suh as the postalmodel of [BK94℄ and the logP model of [CKP+96℄). We adapt our algorithm to the ar-dependentheterogeneous postal model, and show that it provides a logarithmi approximation guarantee forthe direted and undireted versions of the orresponding broadast problem. However, this mostgeneral version of our algorithm does use linear programming, and has slightly higher running timeof ~O(jV j3). No approximation algorithm was previously known for this version of the problem.From the point of view of the hardness of approximation, the best known lower bound onthe approximation threshold for the (direted and undireted) telephone broadast problems is3/2 [S00℄. In this paper we show that it is NP-hard to approximate the undireted broadastproblem within ratio of 3� � for any � > 0, and that the direted telephone broadast problem is
(plogn)-inapproximable unless NP � DTIME(nO(log n)).Impliations for network design: A large body of researh deals with network design prob-lems in whih the objetive is to optimize more than one optimization riteria simultaneously (see,e.g., [MRR+01℄). Suh optimization problems are alled biriteria optimization problems. Con-sider the problem of onstruting a spanning tree of the input graph that optimizes the maximumdegree and the depth of the tree simultaneously. We all this problem the \degree-depth problem".Ravi [R94℄ has shown that this problem is losely related to the telephone broadast problem,and designed the �rst biriteria approximation algorithm for it that provides simultaneous poly-logarithmi approximation to both the maximum degree and the depth. De�ning poise of a treeto be the sum between its maximum degree and its depth, this result implies diretly a polyloga-rithmi approximation guarantee for the problem of onstruting a spanning tree with minimumpoise (heneforth, the poise problem). The algorithm of [BGN+98℄ an be adapted to providea logarithmi biriteria approximation for the degree-depth problem, implying, onsequently, alogarithmi approximation algorithm for the poise problem.Our algorithm for the telephone broadast problem an also be adapted to the degree-depth andpoise problems, and it provides logarithmi biriteria approximation for the former and logarithmiapproximation for the latter. As in the ase with the telephone broadast problem, our algorithmis the �rst to apply to the direted versions of both problems, and is the �rst ombinatorialalgorithm for these problems. The disussion above about the worst-ase running times of thethree di�erent approximation algorithms (those of [R94℄, [BGN+98℄, and ours) for the telephonebroadast problem is appliable for the degree-depth and poise problems as well.Consequent developments: After a preliminary version of this paper was published inSTOC 2002 [EK02℄, we published two more papers [EK03a, EK03b℄ on this subjet. In [EK03a℄we have shown that the tehniques developed in the urrent paper an be employed to devise asublogarithmi approximation algorithm for the undireted versions of the telephone broadast andmultiast problems, as well as for the undireted degree-depth and poise problems. Spei�ally,the approximation guarantee that is ahieved in [EK03a℄ for the telephone multiast problem is2



O( log klog log k). In [EK03b℄ we studied the direted multiast problem, and devised an approximationalgorithm with multipliative approximation guarantee of O(logn) and additive approximationguarantee of O(pk).2 Preliminaries2.1 Graphs and TreesLet G = (V;E) be a direted graph (heneforth, digraph). Given a subset W of V , let G(W ) =(W;E(W )), E(W ) = fhu; wi 2 E j u; w 2 Wg, denote the subgraph indued by W .The distane dist(u; v) between u and v is the number of ars in the shortest path between uand v. For a pair of subsets A, B of verties, the distane from A to B is the minimum distanefrom a vertex u 2 A to a vertex w 2 B.The outdegree outdeg(v) of a node v is the number of ars leaving v.For a vertex u 2 V , let N(u) = fv j hu; vi 2 Eg denote the set of neighbors of u.For a digraph G = (V;E), let G0 = (V;E 0), E 0 = f(u; w) j hu; wi 2 Eg denote the undiretedunderlying graph of G.Let T be a digraph whose underlying graph is a tree, i.e., an ayli and onneted graph.De�nition 2.1 A digraph T as above is alled an arboresene, if there is a vertex r 2 V (alledroot) suh that for any other vertex v 2 V there exists a unique direted path from r to v. Thevertex r is alled the root of the arboresene.The depth of an arboresene T , denoted as h(T ), is de�ned by h(T ) = maxv2V 0 distT (r; v). Thedegree of an arboresene T , denoted deg(T ), is the maximum outdegree of a vertex in T , i.e.,maxv2V 0 outdeg(v). The set of leaves of T , denoted L(T ), is the set of the verties with no outgoingars in the direted ase, and with degree 1 in the undireted.A olletion of vertex-disjoint arboresenes is alled forest. The height (resp., degree) of theforest F , denoted h(F ) (resp., deg(F )), is de�ned by h(F ) = maxT2F h(T ) (resp., deg(F ) =maxT2F deg(F )).2.2 ShedulesAt any given moment, the verties are split into the set of informed verties I, and the set ofuninformed verties U = V n I. At the beginning I = fsg. Further, U 0 denotes the subset of Uthat ontains verties that still need to be informed; in the broadast ase U 0 = U , while in themultiast ase U 0 may be muh smaller.The message transmission is performed in rounds eah requiring one time unit. A round is amathing between the subsets I and U with all the ars of the mathing oriented from a vertexin I to a vertex in U . In other words, on eah round verties that belong to a subset of the set ofinformed verties send the message through this mathing to a subset of verties from the set U .Let Ii, Ui denote the subsets of informed and uninformed verties, respetively, at the beginningof round i. The verties of U that partiipate in the round (i.e., belong to the vertex set of themathing) beome informed, and onsequently, are removed from the subset U and are added tothe subset I. 3



A proper shedule is a olletion of mathings M1;M2;M3; : : :, suh that Mi is a mathingbetween the subsets Ii and Ui, and I = fsg when the shedule starts, and I = V when theshedule ends.The length of a shedule is the number of rounds it uses.The optimum value: Let opt be the minimum number of rounds required for broadastingfrom s on the instane at hand. Sine the size of I an at most double in eah round, it followsthat opt � dlogne. In addition, opt � n� 1 sine at least one additional vertex beomes informedin eah round (otherwise, the instane is infeasible). Our algorithm is provided with a guess opt0of the orret value of opt, and the algorithm distinguishes between the ase that no shedule oflength at most opt0 exists, and the ase when there exists a shedule of length at most opt0 � logn.This enables to �gure out the orret value of opt up to a logarithmi fator via binary searh.The optimum tree: Consider the optimum shedule. This shedule de�nes a direted treedenoted by T �. The parent of u in the tree is the vertex that sent the message to the vertex u.Without loss of generality it an be assumed that suh a vertex is unique.The following observation is immediate.Observation 2.2 h(T �); deg(T �) � opt.Non-lazy shedules: A shedule is alled non-lazy [BGN+98℄ if on eah round a maximalmathing Mi between I and U is used. A shedule of this type uses a simple greedy rule thatensures that the only idle informed verties will be those that satisfy that eah their neighbor iseither in I or is informed in the urrent round by some other vertex from I.2.3 SpidersSpiders were shown to be useful for telephone broadast in [BGN+98℄.A set of direted paths S = fP1; : : : ; Pqg all starting at the same vertex v is alled a spider ifthe paths are vertex-disjoint exept for sharing v. The vertex v is alled the head of the spider.The length of the spider S, denoted `(S), is maxP2S jP j.The degree of the spider S, denoted deg(S), is jSj = q, i.e., the number of paths in the spider.The value of the spider S, denoted val(S), is deg(S) + `(S)� 1.The following observation is immediate.Observation 2.3 Using a non-lazy shedule, the head of a spider S an deliver the message tothe other spider verties in val(S) rounds.3 Overview of AlgorithmThe algorithm is given for the more general problem of multiasting to a subset T � V of terminals.The analysis of the upper bound is idential, but sine performane is evaluated in terms of opt,the minimum number of rounds required for broadast, instead of the minimum number of roundsfor multiasting to T , we obtain logarithmi upper bounds on the approximation thresholds of the4



direted and undireted broadast problems, and the undireted multiast problem, but not onthe threshold of the direted multiast problem. (In the ase of the undireted multiast problemthere is an easy way to modify the analysis so that the upper bound would be obtained in terms ofthe multiast optimum. Analogous modi�ation, however, fails in the ase of the direted multiastproblem.)An important ombinatorial struture that will be used in this paper is alled a fork. Informally,a fork is a pair of \short" vertex-disjoint paths starting with the same vertex v and ending at twouninformed verties u; w. A path is short if its length is at most opt, the minimum number ofrounds required for ompleting broadast. The vertex v is alled the head of the fork. As thepaths are short and there are only two paths, it is easy to see that if v is informed then it anquikly inform both u and w.Our algorithm iteratively �nds as many vertex-disjoint forks as possible. It maintains a set Uorresponding to the set of verties that are uninformed and have not yet been overed by forks,as well as a set U 0 of uninformed terminals not overed by forks. The set U 0 is alled a paking,if the graph ontains no forks. A useful property that our algorithm utilizes is that verties of apaking an be informed very eÆiently.We next provide a high-level desription of the algorithm.� The extration step: Extrat a maximal olletion of vertex-disjoint forks from G(U),i.e., keep extrating until G(U) ontains no more forks.� The reursion step: Reursively inform the set of the fork heads.� The forking step: Inform the verties of the forks, now that the heads have been informed.Sine the forks are vertex-disjoint and are short, this an be done in parallel.� The paking step: It remains to inform the verties of U 0 that remain in U , whih nowform a paking. This is done by a redution to a minimal maximum-degree set-over problemin a bipartite graph. The latter graph has the set of informed verties on one side and theset U 0 on the other side. The over is then found by a single omputation of maximum ow.4 Paking and Short Shedules4.1 PakingIn this setion, we desribe one of the main tools of our algorithm. Let U 0 � U be a subset of theuninformed verties. We say that the verties of U 0 are dispersed, or form a paking in G(U), iffor any two verties v; u 2 U 0, every vertex w 2 U is of distane more than opt from either u or vin G(U).Formally:De�nition 4.1 Let G = (V;E) be a digraph, U 0 � U be a subset of verties, and opt be an integer.Then, a (U; U 0)-fork triple is a triple (u; t1; t2) with t1; t2 2 U 0 and u 2 U , suh that u 6= t2 anddistG(U)(u; t1); distG(U)(u; t2) � opt. Also, U 0 is alled a paking with respet to the set U if no(U; U 0)-fork exists. 5



Observe that if no (U; U 0)-fork triple exists, then for eah vertex w in U there may exist atmost one desendent in the tree T � that belongs to the subset U 0. If we think of w as \overing"its desendents, then U 0 is a paking in the sense that eah vertex of U 0 is overed by a di�erentunique vertex of U .A straightforward way for testing the existene of a (U; U 0)-fork triple in an n-vertex digraphG = (V;E) is to examine all breadth-�rst-searh (BFS) trees in G(U). Suh an examinationrequires O(jEjjV j) time.4.2 Mentor vertiesConsider a paking U 0 with respet to the subset U . We assign to eah vertex u of U 0 a mentorvertex m(u), whih is the last vertex along the direted path between s and u in T � belonging toI. The de�nition is valid sine suh a path starts with s 2 I and ends at u 2 U . Observe that thepath in T � from m(u) to u, ontains only verties from the subset U (exept m(u).) Intuitively,the mentors aid in fast transmission of the message to the verties of the subset U 0.Let P �(m(u); u) denote the ars of the path from m(u) to u in T �. Then the following lemmaholds.Lemma 4.2 The graph indued by the set Su2U 0 P �(m(u); u) is a olletion of vertex-disjointspiders. The spider heads belong to I, while other spider verties belong to U . The value of theforest is at most 2 � opt.Proof: By the de�nition of m(u), all the verties that belong to the unique path in T � from m(u)to u exept m(u), belong to the set U . We show that no two paths P �(m(z); z) and P �(m(u); u),z 6= u, an interset, unless m(z) = m(u). In the latter ase, m(u) = m(z) is the only vertexommon to the two paths.For the sake of ontradition, suppose that some v 2 U is ontained in paths P �(m(u); u) andP �(m(z); z). By the de�nition of a mentor, the path from v to u and the path from v to z bothbelong to G(U). In addition, the paths P �(m(u); u), P �(m(z); z) are of length at most opt (seeObservation 2.2). It follows that the distane to u from v in G(U), and also the distane from vto z in G(U), is at most opt. This ontradits the assumption that U 0 is a paking.Finally, note that both the depth and the maximum degree of the tree T � are at most opt.Hene, jP �(m(u); u)j � opt for every vertex u 2 U 0, and the degree of eah spider (whih is asubgraph of T �) is, onsequently, at most opt. Hene, the value of this forest of spiders is at most2 � opt.It an now be seen that if U 0 is a paking, not too many verties an have v as their mentor.Let �(v) = fu j v = m(u)g denote the number of verties with v as a mentor, for v 2 I.Lemma 4.3 If U 0 is a paking, then �(v) � opt, for all v 2 I.Proof: Observe that �(v) is preisely the degree of the appropriate spider from the forest Su2U 0 P �(m(u); u).Hene, by Lemma 4.2, �(v) � opt.
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4.3 Informing pakingSet overs of low degree: Let B = (V1; V2; A) be a bipartite graph. We say that S � V1 oversV2, if every vertex v2 2 V2 has a neighbor in S.De�nition 4.4 We say that a over S of V2 has degree d if there exists a mapping  : V2 7! Sso that for every v2 2 V2,  (v2) 2 S \ N(v2) and so that eah vertex in S is assigned at most dverties of V2, namely, for eah v 2 S, jfv2 2 V2 j  (v2) = vgj � d.We next present a redution from the problem of determining whether there exists a over forV2 of degree at most L to the maximum ow problem. Orient the edges of the bipartite graphB from V1 to V2 and assign unit apaity to eah of them. Add a soure s with ars of apaityL to eah vertex of V1 and a sink t with an ar of unit apaity from eah vertex of V2. Thereexists a over for V2 of degree at most L if and only if there exists a ow of apaity jV2j. By theIntegrality of the maximum ow, this ow diretly translates to a over. (See Figure 4.3.)
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Figure 1: Computing a over with minimal maximum degree via maximum ow.To �nd a over of minimum degree, we perform binary searh for the value of L. Thus, aover for V2 with minimal maximum degree an be found in time O(log jV j)T (jEj; jV j), whereT (jEj; jV j) = O(jEj � jV j � log jV j) is the time omplexity of omputing the maximum ow. [GT88℄.The graph H: Consider the following graph H(I; U 0; Ê) that desribes all pairs v 2 I andu 2 U 0, with v being a potential mentor for u. Formally:De�nition 4.5 The bipartite graph H(I; U 0; Ê) has I [ U 0 as its vertex set. Two verties v 2 Iand u 2 U 0 are onneted by an undireted edge in Ê if distG(U[fvg)(v; u) � opt. In other words,this ondition means that there exists a path of length at most opt from v to u that uses onlyverties from the set U (exept v). 7



Low-degree overs for H: Our goal is to show that every paking U 0 has a low-degree overin H. Consider the assignment  from U 0 to I de�ned by  (u) = m(u), where m(u) is thementor of the vertex u. Note that the ar hu;m(u)i belongs to Ê, and thus the assignment  de�nes a over. In other words, M = fm(u) j u 2 U 0g is a subset of I so that eah u 2 U 0has a neighbor in M (where the neighborhood is with respet to the graph H). By Lemma 4.3,�(v) = jfu j  (u) = vgj � opt. We have proven the following orollary.Corollary 4.6 There exists a over of U 0 in H(I; U 0; Ê) of maximum degree at most opt, andsuh a over an be found in time O(log jV j �T (jEj; jV j)), where T (jEj; jV j) = O(jEj � jV j � log jV j)is the time required for omputing a maximum ow.Using a low-degree over to inform U 0: Given a over S of U 0 with maximum degree atmost opt, onsider the shortest path P ( (u); u) from  (u) to u in the graph G(f (u)g [ U). Theproof of the following lemma is similar to the one of Lemma 4.2.Lemma 4.7 The union of the paths P ( (u); u) indues a olletion of vertex-disjoint spiders,whose heads belong to the over S and whose values are at most 2 � opt.Proof: The paths P ( (u); u) an only interset at their start verties, as otherwise a fork triplean be extrated (see the proof of Lemma 4.2). The number of paths in eah spider is at most thedegree of the over, whih is at most opt. In addition, the length of eah path in the spider is atmost opt, by the de�nition of the graph H(I; U 0; Ê). Hene, the value of eah spider is at most2 � opt.Sine all the spiders have small values, the following proedure informs a paking U 0 using asmall number of rounds.Algorithm 4.8 Inform-Paking(I,U,U')1. Construt the graph H(I; U 0; Ê).2. Find an assignment  : U 0 7! I of degree at most opt that overs H, using ow omputation.3. For eah u 2 U , let P ( (u); u) be the shortest path from  (u) to u in G(f (u)g [ U).4. Eah spider head informs all the verties that belong to the spider using a non-lazy shedule.Lemma 4.9 Let P be the spider olletion indued by the union of the paths P ( (u); u), u 2 U 0.Any non-lazy shedule broadasts over P in at most 2 � opt rounds, informing all the remainingverties of the set U 0.Proof: By Lemma 4.7, P is a union of vertex-disjoint spiders, eah of value at most 2 � opt. Sinethe spiders are vertex-disjoint, the lemma now follows from Observation 2.3.
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4.4 Transforming U 0 into a paking: the extration stepThe following algorithm aepts as input a subset U of V and the subset U 0 and deletes vertiesfrom U , so that for the resulting set U at the end of the extration, no fork triple is left; U 0 is apaking. The olletion of extrated forks is denoted by F , and their heads by R.In the following algorithm, it is assumed for simpliity that when a fork is found from u 2 Uto t1; t2 in U 0, the two paths used from u to t1 and from u to t2 are found by the BFS proedure(are shortest paths). These two paths may interset.Algorithm 4.10 Extrat-forks (G;U; U 0)1. F  ;.2. While there exists a (U; U 0)-fork triple F do:(a) Add F into F .(b) U  U n V (F ); U 0  U 0 n V (F ), where V (F ) is the set of verties in F .3. return (U; U 0;F).It is easy to see that the resulting forks in F are vertex-disjoint, and that the returned set U 0is a paking with respet to the returned set U .Say that we establish (via a BFS omputation) that no two distint terminals have shortdistane from u in G(U). In suh ase the vertex u annot serve as a head of a fork triple.Therefore, the number of BFS explorations is at most jV j, and hene, extrating the fork triplesan be aomplished in time ~O(jEj � jV j).5 The algorithm: Combining the pieesThe input to the algorithm is the direted graph G, soure vertex s, and a set U 0 of terminals.The algorithm aepts a guess of opt as part of its input.5.1 The algorithmThe algorithm is initially invoked as ApproximateBroadast(G,s,V ), and then it invokes itselfreursively with di�erent subsets serving as third parameter. The sequene of these subsets is amonotone dereasing one with respet to ontainment.Algorithm 5.1 ApproximateBroadast(G(V;E); s; U 0)1. U  V n s, I  fsg.2. /* Transforming U 0 into a paking */If U 0 is not a (U; U 0)-paking then(a) /* The extration step */Let (U; U 0;F) Extrat-forks(G;U).Let R be the set of heads of F . 9



(b) /* The reursive step */Reursively invoke ApproximateBroadast(G; s;R).() /* The forking step */Use a non-lazy shedule to inform the forks in F.Let I  I [ V (F).3. /* The paking step */Invoke Inform-Paking(I; U; U 0).5.2 Analysis of the number of roundsThe following observation follows from the fat that eah fork triple ontains at most 2 � opt + 1verties.Observation 5.2 Eah invoation of the forking step (Line 2 in Algorithm ApproximateBroad-ast) requires at most 2 � opt rounds.Lemma 5.3 The number of rounds used by algorithm ApproximateBroadast for broadasting toan arbitrary set U 0 is at most 4 � (log2(jU 0j) + 1) � opt.Proof:We �rst show that eah time Lines 2, 3 of Algorithm ApproximateBroadast are exeuted,the number of rounds required is at most 4opt. The two steps that perform the atual broadastare the fork-extrating and paking steps. The bound of 4 � opt per iteration follows from Lemma4.9 and Observation 5.2.We now analyze the depth of the reursion. Let U 0i (resp., Ri) be the set of terminals (resp.,roots of the forks) on iteration i. Sine the forks are vertex-disjoint, and sine jU 0i+1j � jRij,the depth of the reursion is at most log2 jU 0j + 1. Hene, overall, the number of rounds of theonstruted broadast is at most 4 � (log2(jU 0j) + 1) � opt.To summarize,Theorem 5.4 Algorithm ApproximateBroadast is an O(logn)-approximation algorithm for thedireted telephone broadast problem.Note that the main obstale to generalizing Algorithm ApproximateBroadast to the multiastproblem is the fat that the set R is not neessarily ontained in the set U 0. In the undiretedase this obstale an be overome by using fork pairs instead of fork triples. Intuitively, a forkpair is a pair of nearby terminals of U 0, that are still not used for other fork pairs. From eah forkpair, preisely one terminal is inserted to R, guaranteeing both jRj � jU 0j=2 and R � U 0. Thisresults in an O(log k)-approximation for the undireted k-multiast problem.5.3 The running time of the algorithmThe most time-onsuming omputational tasks in eah iteration are extrations of forks andomputations of maximum ow. Reall that the extration step an be ompleted with atmost jV j BFS omputations, in time O(jV jjEj), while the time for �nding a low-degree overis O(jV jjEj log jV j) [GT88℄. Sine eah iteration redues the number of target terminals by a10



fator of at least 2, the depth of the reursion is O(logn). Hene, the time omplexity of thealgorithm is O(jV jjEj log2 jV j). Finding the optimal value of opt via binary searh adds one morelogarithmi fator.5.4 The postal and ar-dependent postal modelsIn this setion we onsider some generalized versions of telephone ommuniation.The heterogeneous postal model: We start with the heterogeneous postal model, introduedin [BGN+98℄, in whih eah vertex v has a delay 0 � �(v) � 1. The vertex that sends a messageis \busy" at the �rst � time units starting from its sending time. In addition, every ar e has adelay l(e) representing the time required to send the message over e. (Note that in the ontextof these generalized models one has to onsider a ontinuous time sale instead of a disrete one,and hene, the notion of \round" beomes obsolete.)To adapt Algorithm ApproximateBroadast to the heterogeneous postal model, the paths inforks should be weighted (with weight funtion determined by the delay funtion l). In addition,when omputing a low-degree over of U 0, the delay �(v) for v 2 I has to be taken into aount.A vertex v an have up to bopt=�(v) hildren in the tree T � (that is, possibly more than opt).Hene, the apaities of the ars that are adjaent to the soure s1 in the ow graph H(I; U 0; Ê)(see Setion 4.3) should be set as opt=�(v). Finally, when onstruting the ar set Ê, the distanesbetween v 2 I and u 2 U 0 in the graph G(fvg[U) should take into aount the length of the ars(are weighted distanes).The rest of the proof an be arried through in an analogous way. Partiularly, the over withbounded degree gives rise to a olletion of \narrow" spiders. A vertex v that heads one of thesespiders and has degree at most opt=�(v) in the spider an deliver the message to all its hildrenin the spider in at most opt time units.The ar-dependent postal model: We next generalize our algorithm even further. Considerthe ar-dependent heterogeneous postal model in whih the delay of a vertex v depends on the arthrough whih it hooses to send the message.Consider again the onstrution of the ow graph H(I; U 0; Ê). Observe that despite the as-sumption that the set U 0 is a paking, even in the standard telephone model for a given pair ofverties v 2 I, u 2 U 0, there might be more than one shortest path from v to u in the graphG(U [ fvg). Let N(v) denote the set of neighbors of v. For eah vertex z 2 N(v), let Pz denotethe shortest path from v to u that passes through the vertex z. Let !(Pz) = Pe2Pz l(e) denotethe weight of the path Pz. The edge (v; u) is added to the ow graph H(I; U 0; Ê) if for somez 2 N(v), the weight of the path Pz plus the delay �(hv; zi) inurred by the vertex v while sendinga message through the ar hv; zi is at most opt. (Observe that this is a diret generalization ofthe onstrution for the heterogeneous postal model.)Let Cu(v) � N(v) be the subset of N(v) that ontains only those neighbors z of N(v) for whih!(Pz) + �(v; z) � opt. Suppose that for every vertex u 2 U 0 that is onneted to v in Ê we wouldpik an arbitrary vertex zu 2 Cu(v) for serving as a relay station for broadasting the messagefrom v to u (this is exatly what is impliitly done in the telephone and heterogeneous postalmodels). The weighted degree of the vertex v in the spider SfPzu j u 2 U 0; (v; u) 2 Êg would be11



deg(v) = Pf�(hv; zui) j u 2 U 0; (v; u) 2 Êg. Note that unlike the telephone and heterogeneouspostal models, in the ar-dependent model deg(v) depends on the hoie of the verties zu. Totakle this diÆulty, we assign to eah edge (v; u) 2 Ê apaity �(hv; zui), where zu is the vertex ofCu(v) that minimizes �(hv; zui). We need to hoose a over S � I and an assignment  : U 0 ! Ithat minimizes maxv2Sfdeg (v)g, where deg (v) is given by Pf�(hv; zui) j u s.t.  (u) = vg.We laim that the set S = f (u) j u 2 U 0g, for  (u) = m(u), is a over of U 0 of weighteddegree at most opt. Indeed, let v = m(u). Consider the path P �(v; u) from v to u in T �. Let wbe the neighbor of v in this path.Note that w 2 Cu(v). Hene the delay in sending the message from v to w is �(v; w) ��(v; zu). Therefore, the weighted degree of the assignment de�ned by T � is a lower bound on theoptimum broadast time. Thus, this weighted degree annot be larger than opt. It follows thatthe assignment  (u) = m(u) yields a over assignment for U 0 with maximum weighted degree atmost opt.We want to �nd a over S and an assignment  that minimizes (or almost minimizes) maxv2Sfdeg (v)g.The problem of �nding the best weighted degree assignment is known in the literature as theproblem of sheduling of independent parallel mahines. This problem is NP -hard and, in fat, is3/2-inapproximable ([LST90℄).For our purposes, any onstant approximation for this problem is suÆient. Unfortunately, weare not aware of a ombinatorial algorithm that provides a onstant approximation ratio for thisproblem. We use the 2-approximation algorithm of [LST90℄ that formulates the problem as aninteger linear program, relaxes it to allow frational solutions, �nds a basi feasible solution, anduses a standard rounding tehnique.Hene, this way we �nd a (weighted) over for the set U 0 of degree at most 2�opt. It follows thatthe value of the resulting spiders is at most 3 � opt. The rest of the analysis an be arried throughin a straightforward way. To summarize, our algorithm an be adapted to provide a logarithmiapproximation guarantee for the direted and undireted versions of broadast problem in the ar-dependent heterogeneous postal model. The approximation guarantee of the generalized algorithmis only by a onstant fator greater than the approximation guarantee of our algorithm for thetelephone broadast problem, i.e., it is O(logn). Note, however, that for this most general versionof our algorithm we do use linear programming. The partiular linear programs that are used inthe algorithm are solvable via Lagrangian relaxation in time ~O(jV j3) [LST90℄, and so the overallrunning time of the generalized algorithm is at most ~O(jV j3) as well.5.5 Impliations for network designA biriteria approximation for depth and out-degree: Our algorithm provides a biriteriaapproximation for the depth-degree problem. In other words, given a digraph for whih there existsa spanning arboresene of height h and maximum degree d, our algorithm onstruts a spanningarboresene of maximum depth O(logn) � h and maximum degree O(logn) � d.The tree is built \bakwards" (from the leaves to the root). Throughout the algorithm wemaintain a forest. The number of trees in the forest gradually dereases until they merge into asingle spanning arboresene.We show how to build this arboresene reursively. The olletion of forks F that is omputedby our algorithm on the �rst level of the reursion forms the initial forest. The heads R need nowto be reursively onneted to the root s. Let T 0 be the arboresene onneting s to R that was12



omputed by the reursion. By the indutive hypothesis, the set T 0 is indeed an arboresene,and, in partiular, eah ar appears in T 0 at most one. However, observe that T 0 may not be aror vertex-disjoint with the forest F . We need to unite T 0 and F in order get a single spanningarboresene. This is done by taking the graph indued by F [ T 0, and omputing the shortestpath arboresene from s to all the verties v 6= s in G(F [ T 0).Clearly, the resulting shortest path arboresene T 00 has depth O(logn) � h, beause eah re-ursive iteration an add at most h to the depth of the arboresene. Similarly, on eah reursiveinvoation, for every vertex v at most d ars that are adjaent to v are added to the arboresene.Hene, the upper bound of O(logn) � d on the maximum degree follows.Hene, our algorithm provides an (O(logn); O(logn))-biriteria approximation for both thedireted and undireted versions of the degree-depth problem. The algorithm is ombinatorial, andits running time is ~O(jEj�jV j). Note that the same algorithm provides a logarithmi approximationfor the direted and undireted poise problems.6 Hardness ResultsIn this setion we present some lower bounds on the approximation thresholds of the (undiretedand direted) telephone broadast problems.De�nition 6.1 Given an undireted bipartite graph G = (V1; V2; E), a subset of verties S � V1is a set-over for G if for any v2 2 V2 there exists v1 2 S suh that (v1; v2) 2 E.Let V = V1 [ V2. Let jV j = n.Given a onstant 0 <  � 1, and an integer-valued funtion t = t(n), the YES-instane ofthe set-over (t(n); )-promise problem is an undireted bipartite graph G for whih there exists aset-over S of size jSj � t(n). The NO-instane of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem is anundireted bipartite graph G for whih any set-over S has size jSj �  logn � t(n).The set-over (t(n); )-promise problem is given either a YES-instane or a NO-instane of theproblem, and the goal is to determine whether it is a YES-instane or a NO-instane.It is known [LY95℄ that there exists a onstant  suh that the set-over (t(n); )-promiseproblem is NP-hard, for t(n) = dpne.Given an instane of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem, an undireted bipartite n-vertexgraph G = (V1; V2; E), jV1j = jV2j = n=2, we onstrut a graph �G in the following way. Insert into�G an isomorphi opy of G. For j = 1; 2, let �Vj be the image of Vj under the isomorphism, and,more generally, for a subset X � V of verties, let �X be the image of X under the isomorphism.Add a new vertex s and onnet it with all the verties of �V1 via outgoing ars. In addition,add a direted path of length d(=2)t(n) logne that starts in s and ontains d(=2)t(n) lognenew verties. Denote by s0 the tail of the path. Construt a omplete binary arboresene Tof depth dlogne, rooted at s0, with the set of leaves that ontains �V1 and (maybe) some newverties, and suh that all the remaining verties of T are new verties. Finally, replae eah star(�v1; �v12); (�v1; �v22); : : : ; (�v1; �vr2), with �v1 2 �V1, �v12; �v22; : : : ; �vr2 2 �V2, by a omplete binary arboreseneof depth dlog re rooted at �v1 and whose set of leaves L(T ) ontains the set f�v12; �v22; : : : ; �vr2g and(maybe) some new verties. All the other verties of the tree T are new verties.This ompletes the desription of �G (see Figure 2). Its onstrution is very similar to theredution of [S00℄, that proves the hardness of 3/2 for the problem. We next use �G as a building13
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Figure 2: The �rst level of the graph �Gi. The path from s to s0 is of length �(t(n) � logn). Thevertex s0 is onneted via a omplete binary arboresene to the vertex set �V1. The verties of �V1 areonneted via omplete binary arboresenes to their neighbors in �V2. In turn, the verties of the set�V2 serve as soures of the next level of the reursive onstrution.
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blok in our redution that shows the hardness of 
(plogn) for the direted broadast problem,and then, via a similar redution, a hardness of 3� � for any � > 0 for the undireted broadastproblem.We �rst analyze the properties of the graph �G.Lemma 6.2 If G is a YES-instane of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem, then there existsan (fsg; �V2)-shedule � of length j�j = O(t(n)) for the instane ( �G; s) of the direted telephonebroadast problem.Proof: We desribe the shedule � that satis�es the the assertion of the lemma. Let S � V1 bean optimal set over of the instane G. The shedule starts with delivering the message from thevertex s to all the verties of the set �S. Note that as s is onneted via outgoing ars to all theverties of �V1, it follows that all the verties of the set �S will be informed within jSj rounds. Byassumption, G is a YES-instane of the set over (t(n); )-promise problem, and hene jSj � t(n).Hene, this step requires at most t(n) rounds.Next, the shedule delivers the message from �S to all the verties of the set �V2. Observe thatsine the set S is a set over for the set V2, only O(logn) rounds will be required to deliver themessage to all the verties of �V2 through the auxiliary arboresenes that onnet the sets �V1and �V2. Hene, altogether, the length of this shedule is at most t(n) + logn = O(t(n)) (sinet(n) = dpne), and it informs all the verties of the set �V2.Lemma 6.3 If G is a NO-instane of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem, then any (fsg; �V2)-shedule � for the instane ( �G; s) of the direted telephone broadast problem has length j�j =
(t(n) logn).Proof: By onstrution, the only way to inform the verties of the set �V2 is to inform all theverties of a subset �S � �V1 for some set over S of V1.There are two possible ways to inform suh a subset �S: either using the ars that onnet s tothe verties of �V1, or through the path between s and s0, and the omplete binary arboresene T(or by ombining these two ways).Note that as G is a NO-instane, it follows that jSj = j �Sj = 
(t(n) � logn). Therefore, the �rstway requires 
(t(n) � logn) rounds of telephone broadast. Also, reall that the length of the pathfrom s to s0 is 
(t(n) � logn), and hene informing even a single vertex v 2 �V1 using the seondway would require 
(t(n) � logn) rounds. Hene, any shedule that informs a subset �S � �V1 ofsize 
(t(n) � logn) requires 
(t(n) � logn) rounds of telephone broadast, proving the laim.Note that Lemmata 6.2 and 6.3 imply 
(logn)-inapproximability of the direted multiastproblem, that was known [F01℄.However, sine both for the YES and NO-instane of the set-over, informing �V1 requires
(t(n) logn) rounds, this redution by itself may provide only a onstant hardness of approxima-tion for the broadast problems. Indeed, by a areful hoie of parameters and some modi�ationsto �G, it is shown in [S00℄ that this redution yields a hardness of 3/2 for the undireted broadastproblem.Consider the following reursive onstrution of a triple ( �Gi = (�V i; �Ei); si; �V i2 ), where ( �Gi; si)is an instane of the direted broadast problem, and �V i2 � �V i. Let ( �G1; s1; �V 12 ) = ( �G; s; �V2). Let15



also Z( �G1) denote the set �V 12 . Given a onstrution of ( �Gi; si; �V i2 ), the triple ( �Gi+1; si+1; �V i+12 ) isonstruted in the following way.Insert an isomorphi opy of �G1 into �Gi+1. Set si+1 = s1. For j = 1; 2, let �V 1j be an imageof �Vj under the isomorphism. Insert the set �V 12 into �V i+12 . For every vertex �v12 2 �V 12 , onstruta triple ( �Gi(�v12); �v12; �V i2 (�v12)), where �Gi(�v12) is an isomorphi opy of �Gi suh that the isomorphismtakes si to �v12. All the other verties of �Gi(�v12) are new verties. Insert the set �V i2 (�v12) into �V i+12 .Form the set Z( �Gi+1) to be the union of the isomorphi opies of the sets Z( �Gi(�v12)) for all thedi�erent verties �v12 2 �V2.This ompletes the onstrution of ( �Gi+1 = (�V i+1; �Ei+1); si+1; �V i+12 ).First, we provide an estimate of the number of verties of the graph �Gi.Lemma 6.4 j �V ij = nO(i), i = 1; 2; : : :.Proof: The proof follows by a straightforward indution on the number of levels i.Next, we analyze the graph �Gi that is obtained by the redution that was desribed abovefrom a YES-instane G of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem.Lemma 6.5 If G is a YES-instane of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem, then for any i =1; 2; : : : there exists an (fsig; �V i2 )-shedule � for the instane ( �Gi; si) of the direted broadastproblem of length j�j = O(i � t(n)).Proof: The proof is by indution on i. The indution base follows from Lemma 6.2.For the indution step onsider the instane ( �Gi+1; si+1). Note that by Lemma 6.2, all theverties of the set �V 12 an be informed within O(t(n)) rounds. After that point every vertex�v12 2 �V 12 needs to relay the message to all the verties of the set �V i2 (�v12) through an isomorphi opyof the graph �Gi. Sine the di�erent opies share no verties, these broadasts an be ondutedin parallel, and, by the indution hypothesis, an be ompleted within O(i � t(n)) rounds.Lemma 6.6 For any i = 1; 2; : : :, there exists a (fsig [ �V i2 ; �V i n �V i2 )-shedule � of length O(t(n) �logn).Proof: Consider the graph �Gi, and suppose that for every isomorphi opy of the graph �G thatis ontained in �Gi, the vertex that orresponds to s is informed.Consider some single opy of the graph �G. Observe that delivering the message from s toall the verties of the set �V1 through the path from s to s0, and from s0 through the ompletebinary arboresene to all the verties of the set �V1 requires only O(t(n) � logn) rounds. This isbeause the distane between s and s0 is O(t(n) � logn) and after s0 gets the message only O(logn)additional rounds are required to relay the message from s0 to the verties of the set �V1.Sine one �V1 are informed only O(logn) more rounds are required to inform �V2, altogetherO(t(n) � logn) rounds are required to deliver the message from s to all the other verties of theopy �G, and, furthermore, these deliveries an be onduted in parallel in di�erent opies.Corollary 6.7 If G is a YES-instane of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem, then for anyi = 1; 2; : : :, there exists an (fsig; �V i)-shedule of length O(t(n) � (i+ logn)).16



Next, we turn to analyzing the graph �Gi that is obtained by the redution that was desribedabove from a NO-instane G of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem.Lemma 6.8 If G is a NO-instane of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem, then for any i =1; 2; : : :, any (fsig; �V i)-shedule � for the instane ( �Gi; si) of the direted broadast problem is oflength j�j = 
(t(n) � logn � i).Proof: The proof is by indution on i. The indution base follows diretly from Lemma 6.3.For the indution step, onsider the graph �Gi+1, and onsider the isomorphi opy of �G1 thathas the vertex si+1 as the image of the vertex s1 under the isomorphism. For every shedule �,by Lemma 6.3, there exists a vertex �v12 2 �V 12 in this opy that is informed only after 
(t(n) � logn)rounds. Consider the opy �Gi(�v12) of the graph �Gi. Reall that by onstrution, this opy of �Giis a subgraph of the graph �Gi+1. Also, no vertex of this opy �Gi(�v12) an be informed before thevertex �v12 is informed. By the indution hypothesis, delivering the message from the vertex �v12 toall the other verties of the opy �Gi(�v12) requires 
(i � t(n) � logn) rounds. The assertion of thelemma follows.Substituting i = logn in Corollary 6.7 we get a broadast time of O(logn) � t(n) for a YES-instane. By Substituting i = logn in Lemma 6.8 we get a broadast time of 
(log2 n � t(n)) for aNO-instane. Hene the gap is �(logn).We now ompare the gap to the number of verties in the broadast instane. For i = logn,the number N of verties in the broadast instane is N = nlog n. Hene, logn = plogN . Hene,we get a gap whih equals the square of the log of the size of the instane.Theorem 6.9 The direted broadast problem is 
(plogn)-inapproximable, unless NP � DTIME(nO(log n)).Next, we establish inapproximability of 3�� for any � > 0 for the undireted broadast problem.This is done via a similar redution.Spei�ally, the graph �G is modi�ed in the following way. The distane between s and s0verties is hanged to  � t(n) � logn (in the direted onstrution it was half this value). Insert into��G an isomorphi opy of �G, with all the direted ars replaed by undireted edges. For j = 1; 2let ��V j be the image of �Vj under the isomorphism, and more generally, for a subset X � V , let��X denote its image under the isomorphism. Seond, for every star (v1; v12); (v1; v22); : : : ; (v1; vr2)in G with v1 2 V1, v12; v22; : : : ; vr2 2 V2 (or, in other words, for every omplete binary tree rootedat �v1 and with the set of leaves that ontains the set f�v12; : : : ; �vr2g in �G), insert a path of lengthdlogn � =2 � t(n)e, that onnets �v1 with a vertex �v01, where all the verties of this path exeptof �v1 are new. Now, onstrut a omplete binary tree rooted in �v01 and with the set of leavesthat ontains f�v12; : : : ; �vr2g, and all the other verties of the tree are new. This ompletes theonstrution of ��G.Now, the onstrution of the graph ��Gi for i = 1; 2; : : : given the graph ��G is idential to theonstrution of �Gi out of �G.Lemma 6.10 If G is a YES-instane of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem, then there ex-ists an (fsg; ��V 2)-shedule � of length j�j � (=2 + o(1))t(n) logn for the instane ( ��G; s) of theundireted telephone broadast problem. 17



Proof: As G is a YES-instane of the set-over problem, there exists a set over S � V1 for V2of size at most t(n). Using the edges of the star that onnet between the opy of the vertex s in��G and the opies of the verties of S, it is possible to inform the latter verties using jSj � t(n)rounds. Sine S is a set over for V2, and sine the distane between the sets ��S and ��V 2 in thegraph ��G is 2 � logn � t(n) + O(logn), it follows that it is possible to relay the message from theverties of the set ��S to all the verties of the set ��V 2 in ( 2 + o(1)) � logn � t(n) rounds.Lemma 6.11 If G is a NO-instane of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem, then any (fsg; ��V 2)-shedule � for the instane ( ��G; s) of the undireted telephone broadast problem has length j�j �3=2 �  � t(n) logn.Proof: The proof of this lemma is analogous to that of Lemma 6.3. Like in that proof, it is easyto see that for informing all the verties of the set ��V 2 it is neessary to inform a subset ��S � ��V 1that satis�es that the subset S is a set over for V2. Informing the set ��S via the edges that onnetthe vertex s to the verties of ��V 1 requires at least j��Sj �  � t(n) � logn rounds (beause G is aNO-instane). Informing a single vertex from the set ��V 2 using the path that onnets s to s0, andthe omplete binary tree T rooted in s0 requires at least  � t(n) � logn rounds, beause the lengthof this path between s and s0 is  � t(n) � logn. Hene, at least  � t(n) � logn rounds are requiredto inform a set ��S, where S is a set over for V2. Finally, sine the distane between the sets ��V 1and ��V 2 in the graph ��G is at least 2 � t(n) � logn, it follows that informing the verties of the set ��V 2one all the verties of the subset ��S are informed would require at least 2 � t(n) � logn additionalrounds. Hene, altogether at least 32 � t(n) � logn rounds are required to relay the message from sto all the verties of the set ��V 2.Note that Lemmata 6.10 and 6.11 imply (3�o(1))-inapproximability of the undireted multiastproblem with the multiast task is informing V2. However, sine for both the YES and NO-instaneof the set-over problem, informing the subset ��V 1 in the instane ( ��G; s) of the undireted telephonebroadast problem requires t(n) � logn( + o(1)) rounds, the redution that uses only �G yieldsonly (3=2� o(1))-inapproximability for the undireted broadast problem. This is, essentially, theredution of [S00℄.In the following lemmata we show that the onstrution of ��Gi yields the desired (3 � �)-inapproximability.Lemma 6.12 j ��V ij = nO(i), i = 1; 2; : : :.Proof: Similarly to Lemma 6.4, the proof an be derived by a straightforward indution on i.The proof of the following lemma is analogous to the proofs of Lemmata 6.5, 6.6.Lemma 6.13 1. If G is a YES-instane of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem, then for anyi = 1; 2; : : : there exists an (fsig; ��V i2)-shedule � for the instane ( ��Gi; si) of the undiretedbroadast problem of length j�j � i � t(n)(=2 + o(1)) logn.2. For any i = 1; 2; : : : there exists a (fsig[ ��V i2; ��V n ��V i2)-shedule � of length j�j � t(n) logn(=2+o(1)). 18



The following orollary is immediate given Lemma 6.13.Corollary 6.14 If G is a YES-instane of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem, then for anyi = 1; 2; : : :, there exists an (fsig; ��V i)-shedule � for the instane( ��Gi; si) of the undireted broadast problem of length j�j � (i+ 1)t(n) logn(=2 + o(1)).We next turn to the analysis of the NO-instane.Lemma 6.15 If G is a NO-instane of the set-over (t(n); )-promise problem, for any i = 1; 2; : : :,any (fsig; ��V i)-shedule for the instane ( ��Gi; si) of the undireted broadast problem is of lengthj�j � 3 � t(n) logn(=2 + o(1)) � i.Proof: The proof of this lemma is analogous to that of Lemma 6.8. The only di�erene is thatLemma 6.11 is used instead of Lemma 6.3.It follows that the undireted broadast problem is (3�O(1=i))-inapproximable unless NP �DTIME(nO(i)).Theorem 6.16 For any � > 0, it is NP-hard to approximate the undireted broadast problemwithin a ratio of 3� �.7 DisussionWe demonstrated that the approximation threshold of the direted telephone broadast problem isbetween O(logn) and 
(plogn). Bridging this gap is a hallenging open problem. Determiningthe approximation threshold of the direted multiast problem is another important open prob-lem. Here the gap is between an additive approximation of O(pk) (that omes together with alogarithmi multipliative fator) [EK03b℄, and a lower bound of 
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